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Vertex models are a popular approach to simulating the mechanical and dynamical properties of
dense biological tissues, describing the tissue as a network of polygons. Recently a class of two-
dimensional vertex models was shown to exhibit a disordered rigidity transition controlled by the
preferred cellular geometry, which was subsequently echoed by experimental findings. An attrac-
tive variant of these models uses a Voronoi tessellation to describe the cells, which reduces the
number of degrees of freedom as compared the original vertex model. The Voronoi model was
also endowed with a non-equilibrium model of cellular motility, leading to rich, glassy behavior.
This glassy behavior was suggested to be inextricably linked to an underlying jamming transition.
We test this conjecture, exploring the low-effective-temperature limit of the 2D Voronoi model by
studying cell trajectories from detailed dynamical simulations in combination with rigidity measure-
ments of energy-minimized disordered cell configurations. We find that the zero-temperature limit
of this model has no unjamming transition. We show that this absence of an unjamming transition
is intimately linked to the marginality of the model, i.e. the fact that the constraints imposed on cell
areas and perimeters precisely balance the number of degrees of freedom in the model. Our work
suggests that constraint counting arguments are useful to understand rigidity in a broad class of
models of dense biological tissues.

1 Introduction
How does the large-scale behavior of biological tissues emerge
from the collective behavior of the individual cells? Tissues
and cellular aggregates display a rich variety of complex, non-
equilibrium phenomena, and understanding the impact of micro-
scopic cellular interactions on mechanical tissue properties will
help to better understand processes ranging from multicellular
development to wound healing to cancer mechanisms.1–3 For ex-
ample, recent experiments have revealed that collective rigidity
transitions in dense tissues are intimately related to an observed
change in cell-scale geometric and material parameters,4–8 and
such transitions have been interpreted through the lens of glass-
like and jamming transitions.4–12 Strikingly, although in particu-
late systems the athermal jamming transition is distinct from both
thermal and non-equilibrium dynamical glass transitions,13–15 it
has been suggested that these may coincide in models for dense
biological tissues.12,16

A successful class of models to describe tissues on the cellu-
lar scale are “vertex” models, which describe tissues as polygonal
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or polyhedral tilings of space.11,17–26 The degrees of freedom in
these models are cell vertices, allowing for complex, non-convex
cell shapes. A very recent variant describes a tissue as a Voronoi
tessellation of space,12 where the degrees of freedom are the
cell positions (Voronoi centers). This Voronoi constraint greatly
simplifies the process of handling cell dynamics, and recent ex-
periments have shown that Voronoi tessellations can approxi-
mate epithelial cell shapes reasonably well.27,28 Although the
2D Voronoi model has enjoyed rapid adoption by many research
groups,16,28–34 fundamental properties of this model, and even
its connections with the original vertex model, are still poorly un-
derstood.

Both vertex and Voronoi models describe forces on cells by the
gradient of an effective energy written in terms of cell shapes.
Here, we use a dimensionless form of a commonly used energy
functional:11,12,20,21,26

e =
N

∑
i=1

[
kA (ai−a0)

2 +(pi− p0)
2
]
. (1)

This energy is a function of the areas ai and perimeters pi of the
N cells in the system. The parameter kA controls the cell area
stiffness as compared to the perimeter stiffness, and the preferred
values for cell area and perimeter are a0 and p0, respectively. We
define the unit of length such that the average cell area is 〈ai〉= 1.
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The 2D vertex model exhibits a disordered rigidity transition
controlled by the preferred perimeter at p0 at pc ≡ 3.81,11 which
corresponds to the perimeter of a regular unit-area pentagon.
This transition, which was successfully compared with exper-
imental data on asthmatic airway epithelia, was identified by
studying the athermal energy landscape of the model. In con-
trast, a recent series of papers has studied rigidity in the 2D
Voronoi model using non-equilibrium dynamics with cellular self-
propulsion.12,16,30–34 This 2D self-propelled Voronoi (2D-SPV)
model exhibits a glass-like dynamical transition in the limit of low
motility at p0 ≈ 3.81.12 This surprising result was taken to imply
that the athermal 2D Voronoi model also has a rigidity transition
at this point,16 although such a transition was not directly mea-
sured. In the context of particulate systems such a coincidence
between a dynamical glass and a structural jamming transition
would be particularly surprising.15

In particulate models the jamming transition can be helpfully
interpreted through the lens of “Maxwell” or constraint count-
ing.35 This approach considers the balance between a model’s de-
grees of freedom and its constraints. For instance, in soft sphere
systems a small change in the density can lead to large changes in
the number of contacts, where each contact serves as a constraint.
The jamming transition occurs when the system is marginal, with
contacts and degrees of freedom exactly balanced.35,36 Although
much of the work on Maxwell counting has considered simple
pairwise interactions, the formulation by Calladine can also be di-
rectly applied to systems with many-body quadratic interactions
like in vertex and Voronoi models.37

In this framework one would expect clear differences between
classical jamming models and the various vertex and Voronoi
models. In the 2D vertex and 3D Voronoi models the number
of degrees of freedom is always larger than the number of con-
straints represented by Eq. 1 (or its 3D counterpart). These mod-
els are under-constrained, and are rigidified only by the collec-
tive onset of residual stresses, which create additional effective
constraints.38 A similar residual-stress-controlled transition has
been observed in under-constrained fiber models, and we spec-
ulate that such systems may constitute a distinct type of rigidity
from the classical jamming transition.39–41

In stark contrast, even before considering the effect of resid-
ual stress, the 2D Voronoi model is always marginal. Note that
throughout the manuscript, consistent with past literature we
use the terms “under-constrained” and “marginal” without con-
sidering any residual-stress-induced effective constraints. Each
cell has an area and a perimeter spring in Eq. 1, and so the 2N
constraints precisely balance the 2N degrees of freedom provided
by the Voronoi cell centers. As a consequence of this balance,
one might expect that the 2D Voronoi model lacks any athermal
rigidity transition – there is no parameter regime that in particu-
late jamming would correspond to an under-constrained “floppy”
phase.

In this work we directly test whether the 2D Voronoi mod-
els shares an athermal unjamming transition with the 2D vertex
model. We first study the shear modulus of energy-minimized
states and find that it is always positive, showing that all energy
minima of the 2D Voronoi model are rigid. We connect this to

the marginality of the model by studying the density of vibra-
tional modes. We also perform very-low motility simulations of
the 2D-SPV model and show that our results are consistent with a
distinction between the dynamical glass transition and the zero-
temperature behavior. We close by discussing the kA = 0 limit
of the model, which both is under-constrained and has a rigid-
ity transition like the 2D vertex and 3D Voronoi models. This
underlines that constraint counting without considering residual
stresses provides a useful framework for understanding the dif-
ferences between various models for dense biological tissues.

2 Models and methods
We begin with 100 initial configurations for each parameter pair
(kA, p0), which we create by placing N cells at random positions
and relaxing the system with periodic boundary conditions and
fixed box dimensions. Note that for fixed box dimensions and in
the monodisperse case where the preferred area a0 is the same
for all cells, the parameter a0 does not affect our results. It simply
acts as an offset to the overall pressure of the system,29,32,38 and
we set it to a0 = 〈ai〉= 1.

Finding disordered energy minima at large p0 is highly non-
trivial. We used a combination of simple gradient minimiza-
tion with an adaptive step size, conjugate gradient, Newton-
Raphson, and FIRE minimization,42 but all of these techniques
failed to consistently obtain energy-minimized states for p0 & 3.87
(notably, for the range p0 < 3.84 which includes the previously
reported transition point, more than 98% of minimizations at
kA = 1 were successful). This failing is related to the stabiliza-
tion of many-fold vertices in the ground states of the 2D Voronoi
model, which leads to a very cusp-like energy landscape. Stable
many-fold vertices were already observed in a thermal version of
the Voronoi model,29,43 despite being unstable in the 2D vertex
model.21,44 Below we restrict our numerical data to the p0 < 3.87
regime, and comment on the high-p0 regime in the discussion.

For each energy minimized state we analytically compute the
bulk modulus b and the shear modulus g based on the dynamical
matrix,

Di j =
∂ 2e

∂ rrri∂ rrr j
, (2)

where rrri denotes the vector position of cell i. We analytically
compute the matrix elements of D and diagonalize it to obtain
its eigenvalues λq with the associated eigenvectors uuuqi. The shear
modulus g is computed via38

g =
1
N

 ∂ 2e
∂γ2 −∑

q

1
λq

[
∑

i

∂ 2e
∂γ∂ rrri

·uuuqi

]2
 . (3)

Here γ is the shear degree of freedom, the outer sum is over all
nonzero eigenvalues λq, the inner sum is over all cells i, and the
dot denotes the scalar product. The bulk modulus b is computed
analogously, where the shear degree of freedom γ is replaced by
the total area of the system, and the prefactor of 1/N is replaced
by the dimensionless system area N.

Note that an alternative way to write the dynamical matrix in
terms of derivatives of cell areas ai and perimeters pi with respect
to cell positions allows to more explicitly discuss the influence of
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Fig. 1 The shear modulus g is strictly positive over the entire range of
model parameters studied. Here it is plotted versus preferred perimeter
p0 for increasing area moduli kA (bottom to top) in systems of N = 1024
Voronoi cells. The shaded regions indicate the standard error of the
mean. (inset) Scatter plot of the excess bulk modulus b−b0 with b0 = 2kA
over the shear modulus g. Each dot corresponds to an energy-minimized
configuration.

residual stresses on the elastic properties of the system via the
rank of Di j:38

Di j = 2∑
k

[
∂ pk

∂ rrri

∂ pk

∂ rrr j
+ kA

∂ak

∂ rrri

∂ak

∂ rrr j

+(pk− p0)
∂ 2 pk

∂ rrri∂ rrr j
+ kA(ak−a0)

∂ 2ak

∂ rrri∂ rrr j

] (4)

Classical constraint counting is based on first derivatives of gener-
alized springs – in our case areas and perimeters – which appear
in the first two terms in them sum in the above expression. Anal-
ogously with work on stressed spring networks,45 there are also
terms proportional to the perimeter and area stress of each cell,
which may create additional effective constraints.38

To corroborate the qualitative implications of some of our find-
ings in the energy minimized states, we have also performed ex-
tensive dynamical simulations. We simulate the 2D-SPV equa-
tions of motion,

drrri

dt
= fff i + v0nnni (5)

using a simple Eulerian scheme with a time step of ∆t = 0.01.
The force on cell i is given by fff i = −∇ie with e from Eq. 1, the
parameter v0 is a self-propulsion speed, and nnni is a polarization
vector assigned to every cell i which diffuses on the unit circle
with rotational diffusion constant Dr.12,46

3 Results
3.1 No athermal transition in the generic 2D Voronoi model
In Fig. 1 we plot the shear modulus g of energy-minimized config-
urations as a function of p0, averaged over all successfully min-
imized states for each parameter pair (kA, p0). For every mini-
mized state we observe a strictly positive shear modulus which
directly shows that there is no athermal unjamming transition as
p0 is increased. This is in contrast to the conjectured connection
between rigidity transitions in the 2D Voronoi and vertex mod-

els.16 Despite the identical energy functional and the similarity of
configurations deep in the solid phase,12,27 the models thus have
starkly different low-temperature properties close to the vertex
model transition point pc.

To further quantify the rigidity of these states, we also stud-
ied the bulk modulus b in excess of the baseline bulk modulus
b0 = 2kA, the expected value in a fluid regime where all preferred
cell perimeters are comfortably met. We find that the excess bulk
modulus never vanishes (Fig. 1 inset), so that for the entire pa-
rameter regime of the model the bulk modulus is larger than
would be expected in such a fluid regime. Surprisingly, we also
find that the relationship between the shear and excess bulk mod-
ulus is strongly dependent on kA, with (b−b0)∼ gx for exponents
x ≈ 1 . . .1.5 at small values of g. This dependence of the exponent
on the spring constants is unusual in the context of classical soft-
sphere jamming,47,48 and may be an interesting avenue of future
research.

This lack of a mechanically floppy phase is also reflected in
the eigenvalue structure of the dynamical matrix D. Most impor-
tantly, we find that the only zero-energy modes of the dynamical
matrix correspond to the two (trivial) translational modes. Thus,
in the athermal 2D Voronoi model there are no available modes
for cell rearrangements without energetic cost. This, again, is in
contrast with the 2D vertex model, where the energy landscape
becomes flat in many directions in the fluid regime (i.e., p0 > pc),
corresponding to a large number of non-trivial zero modes.11,26

In Fig. 2a,b we plot the density of states D(ω) of the dynami-
cal matrix with respect to the frequencies ωq =

√
λq. Consistent

with our previous findings on the shear modulus, all changes in
D(ω) are smooth across the entire range of p0 studied. The peaks
in D(ω) at small p0 are plane-wave excitations, which we ver-
ified by direct visualization, mode counting, and by computing
the lowest plane-wave excitation frequencies from the measured
shear modulus g (red dashed lines in Fig. 2b). At higher p0 these
modes hybridize with the population of disordered low-frequency
modes. Here too the process is smooth, with no indication of a
rigidity transition.

To highlight the connection between the 2D Voronoi model and
other marginal constraint counting systems, we also examine the
“unstressed network” part49 of D. This ignores the effect of resid-
ual stresses on the energy derivatives, and can be computationally
accomplished simply by temporarily pretending that the each pre-
ferred cell parameter is equal to the current state of that cell. We
see in Fig. 2c that there is a plateau of modes extending to seem-
ingly arbitrarily low frequencies. This is reminiscent of particulate
models close to the jamming transition,45 and we interpret this
feature as a consequence of the 2D Voronoi model’s proximity to
a marginal constraint counting point.

3.2 Dynamical simulations in the low-motility regime

How should the lack of an athermal unjamming transition in the
2D Voronoi model be reconciled with the glassy dynamical tran-
sition at p0 ≈ 3.81 that was previously observed by Bi et al. in the
low-motility limit?12 There the dynamical transition was quanti-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 The density of vibrational modes shows no signs of a sharp tran-
sition at finite p0. (a) Density of states D(ω) for energy-minimized states
with kA = 1 and system size N = 512. From left to right the curves corre-
spond to decreasing p0. (b) Color intensity plot of D(ω) for p0 = 3.7−3.87.
The red dashed lines are the lowest-energy plane-wave excitations with
frequencies ωn = 2π

√
ng/N with n= 1,2,4, computed using the measured

shear modulus g. (c) Density of states D′(ω) corresponding to the un-
stressed part of the dynamical matrix for energy-minimized states with
kA = 1 and system size N = 1024.
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Fig. 3 The dynamical transition point does not converge to a single value
at low effective temperatures. The effective diffusion coefficient Deff of
the 2D-SPV model for v0 = 0.1 and (inset) v0 = 0.05 is plotted versus p0,
measured at t = 5×105 for a system size N = 5000. The error bars are the
standard error of the mean, and the dashed horizontal lines correspond
to the cutoff value of Deff = 10−3 suggested in previous work. 12

fied in terms of an effective diffusion constant,

Deff ≡ lim
t→∞

〈∆r2(t)〉
(4tD0)

(6)

with D0 = v2
0/(2Dr), and it was found that Deff consistently

crossed a threshold value close to the same value of p0 = 3.81.12

However, in light of the above results, such a glass-like transi-
tion cannot be due to an underlying jamming transition of the 2D
Voronoi model.

To resolve this issue, we use a recently developed GPU-based
simulation package50,51 to repeat the measurements of the ef-
fective diffusion constant in the 2D-SPV model, but at a much
greater resolution and numerical precision than was previously
accessible (with orders of magnitude improvement in both the to-
tal simulation length and system size). In contrast with previous
results, we find that p0 = 3.81 no longer plays a special role, and
further that the implied dynamical transition is a strong function
of Dr (Fig. 3). Hence, simulating for much longer times suggests
the absence of a unique low-temperature transition point for the
2D-SPV model, thus corroborating the absence of an unjamming
transition in the athermal 2D Voronoi model.

3.3 Existence of a rigidity transition in the kA = 0 limit
To further test whether the absence of a rigidity transition is re-
lated to the marginality of the 2D Voronoi model, we now al-
ter the constraint counting by setting the area elasticity to zero:
kA = 0. This removes the area constraints in Eq. 1 and creates an
under-constrained model with 2N degrees of freedom but only N
constraints. Indeed, we find that in this limit the 2D Voronoi
model does possess an athermal unjamming transition, with a
continuous transition in the shear modulus g and a discontinu-
ous transition in the bulk modulus b (Fig. 4a; note that b0 = 0 in
this case). Looking back at the general kA > 0 case (Fig. 1), we
see that for very low kA both the shear and excess bulk modu-
lus drop by approximately two orders of magnitude at values of
p0 close to the kA = 0 transition, but remain finite as expected
from the constraint counting. Taken together, this confirms that a
jamming-based constraint counting perspective helps predict the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 The under-constrained kA = 0 limit of the 2D Voronoi model shows
a residual-stress-controlled rigidity transition. (a) The transition is contin-
uous in the shear modulus g and discontinuous in the bulk modulus b.
Each dot represents one energy-minimized configuration. (b) The shear
modulus g is plotted versus the maximal magnitude of residual stresses,
given by twice the maximal deviation of cell perimeters pi from p0. A clear
separation between solid configurations with finite residual stresses and
floppy configurations without residual stresses is visible (the inset does
not cover any data points). (inset) Quantification of the kA = 0 transition
point based on the fraction of rigid, energy-minimized states as a function
of p0 for varying system size N.

mechanical properties of both vertex and Voronoi models.
This puts the special kA = 0 limit in a similar class as the

3D Voronoi and 2D vertex models, both of which are under-
constrained and possess an athermal unjamming transition. In
particular, in the 3D Voronoi model residual stresses are both nec-
essary and sufficient to rigidify the system.38 We find that this is
also true in the kA = 0 limit of the 2D Voronoi model: the oc-
currence of residual stresses is perfectly correlated with rigidity
(Fig. 4b).

To precisely determine the value of the transition in the lim-
iting case kA = 0, we plot the fraction of rigid networks in the
inset to Fig. 4b. For these states minimized with a simple gra-
dient descent algorithm, we found that the average transition
point p∗0 = 3.831± 0.001 did not depend significantly on system
size. However, when minimizing with the FIRE algorithm we ob-
tained a significantly different transition point of p∗0 ≈ 3.80 (data
not shown). Note that such a sensitivity of the transition point to
the minimization protocol is consistent with a landscape that pos-

sesses a large number of very small energy barriers, emphasizing
the need for high-precision numerical studies.

4 Summary
Our work emphasizes the role of the precise nature of a
model’s degrees of freedom in determining its properties, even
among models using identical cell-shape-based energy function-
als.11,12,33,38,43,52 Here we have found that the 2D Voronoi model
governed by Eq. 1 does not have a zero-temperature rigidity tran-
sition, with solid behavior found throughout the entire range
of p0 studied. Although we were not able to obtain energy-
minimized states for target perimeters p0 & 3.87, the p0 range
studied easily covers the dynamic transition point at p0 ≈ 3.81
previously observed in the 2D-SPV and vertex models.11,12,26

Moreover, the existence of a mechanically floppy regime for
p0 & 3.87 is theoretically disfavored. As noted above, the 2D
Voronoi model is marginal: its 2N degrees of freedom are pre-
cisely balanced by 2N constraints imposed by the area and
perimeter springs in Eq. 1. Consistent with earlier work,29 we
additionally observe the stabilization of four-fold vertices in the
high-p0 regime, and each of these effectively adds a constraint,
shifting the system further towards rigidity. The only way this
could lead to a loss of rigidity is if a number of constraints became
redundant,36 an improbable result given the disordered geome-
try of the problem. Hence, we view the existence of a fluid regime
at high p0 in the athermal limit as very unlikely.

Note that previous work12 already contains hints that states
in the reported fluid regime of the 2D-SPV model may be solid
in the athermal limit. For instance, for simulations performed at
p0 = 3.85 the mean-squared displacement had a notable regime
of sub-diffusive behavior,12 suggesting caging with finite energy
barriers to rearrangement.

This conclusion is further supported by our dynamical simula-
tions of the 2D Voronoi model. With significantly increased sim-
ulation time and system size as compared to previous work,12

our simulation results strongly suggest a scenario in which a dy-
namic glass transition is a function of the rotational diffusion;
this is in contrast to previously reported results,12 but it is con-
sistent with the decoupling of the glass and jamming transitions
observed in self-propelled particle models.15 Taken together, this
suggests that the glass-like transition reported for the 2D-SPV
model does not coincide with an underlying athermal jamming
transition, and highlights the need to understand the glass-like
properties of the Voronoi model in more detail.53

A consistent picture of the low-temperature properties of a
broad range of cell-based models emerges based on the un-
stressed constraint counting of the model. In under-constrained
models, such as the 2D vertex and 3D Voronoi model, both a rigid
and a floppy phase exist as a consequence of the residual stresses
that the models can support.11,38,54 Here we show that in the 2D
Voronoi model with kA > 0, which is marginal in the absence of
residual stresses, there is no mechanically floppy phase. In con-
trast, the special case of kA = 0, which is under-constrained in
the absence of residual stresses, shows both a floppy and a rigid
regime, where rigidity is induced by residual stresses just as in
the 2D vertex and 3D Voronoi models. Thus, although residual
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stress can contribute additional effective constraints, even con-
straint counting without considering these effective constraints
allows one to make predictions about the presence and nature of
rigidity transitions in these tissue models.

This connection suggests that the rigidity transitions observed
in the 2D vertex and 3D Voronoi model can be destroyed by
adding more constraints. From this point of view, the 2D Voronoi
model could be considered as a type of vertex model where ad-
ditional constraints have been introduced to force every cell to
assume the shape of a local Voronoi volume.32 These additional
constraints are one way to bring the model to marginality, but
one could imagine adding other types of constraints that affect
the constraint counting of the vertex model.53

The works suggests natural avenues for future study, particu-
larly with respect to the unusual underlying energy landscape of
dense tissue models. We found rigid ground state configurations
for all target perimeters in the kA > 0 Voronoi model, but we have
not probed the energy barriers associated with either single-cell
displacements or collective, low-frequency excitations. Studying
these energy barriers is a natural probe of the nonlinear mechani-
cal response of these systems, and the precise nature of the distri-
bution of low energy barriers in the very weak solid that we find
in the high-p0 regime will be of great importance in understand-
ing the low-effective-temperature limit of the 2D-SPV model.

The fact that the transition point in the kA = 0 limit depends
sensitively on the minimization method indicates that the sam-
pling of disordered states is important. In this paper, we quenched
to zero temperature from states with cell positions drawn from a
uniform random distribution, i.e. infinite temperature configura-
tions. Preliminary results on finite-temperature quenches showed
smaller, yet still non-zero shear moduli for kA > 0. Thus, while the
conclusions of our work remain unaltered, it may be interesting
to systematically study this dependence of rigidity on configura-
tional sampling and its connection with the underlying energy
landscape.

Finally, although we do not find a sharp transition in the 2D
Voronoi model, it is still intriguing that both the elastic mod-
uli at zero temperature and the finite-activity diffusion con-
stants change by orders of magnitude in the regime close to
p0 = 3.8± 0.1, which is suggestive of a deeper link to the tran-
sition observed in the vertex model at pc = 3.81. The fact that
both the kA = 0 limit of the Voronoi model and the vertex model
do possess a transition at nearby values of p0 suggests that the
behavior of the Voronoi model for kA > 0 may be controlled by
its proximity to these avoided transitions. This suggests that, in
analogy with the 3D Voronoi transition,38 a disordered geometric
minimal perimeter may be relevant in thinking about all of the
2D models. The existence of such a minimal perimeter could also
provide a robust mechanism that explains the value of pc = 3.81
seen in experiments.6,31
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